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ABSTRACT 

Cooperative booking calculation is a preemptive CPU planning calculation which switches 

between the procedures when static time quantum terminates. In Cooperative booking calculation 

the time quantum is fixed and process are planned for such a way, that no procedure get CPU time 

more than one time quantum in one go. Cooperative planning calculation is structured particularly 

for time sharing working framework however it has its hindrances that are its More drawn out 

Normal Holding up Time, Higher Setting Switches and Higher Turnaround Time. In this booking 

calculation the principle thought is to modify the time quantum powerfully so that perform 

preferable execution over Cooperative planning calculation.       

Keywords:  Operating System, Round Robin, Average Mid Max Round Robin, Turnaround 

time, Waiting time, Context Switch. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A working framework is a program that 

deals with the PC equipment. It gives a stage 

where client can interface with equipment 

and execute program in an effective way. 

Current working frameworks have gotten 

increasingly perplexing, they have developed 

from a solitary assignment to a performing 

various tasks condition in which procedures 

run in a simultaneous way. In performing 

multiple tasks and multiprocessing condition 

the manner in which the procedures are 

relegated to run on the accessible CPUs is 

called planning. Assigning CPU to a 

procedure requires cautious attention to 

guarantee equity and keep away from 

process starvation for CPU. The principle 

objective of the planning is to augment the 

diverse presentation measurements viz. CPU 

usage, throughput and to limit reaction time, 

holding up time and turnaround time and the 

quantity of setting switches. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

A program in execution is known as a 

procedure. The ideal opportunity for which a 

procedure holds the CPU is known as burst 

time. The time at which a procedure lands 

for execution is its appearance time. 

Turnaround time is the measure of time to 

execute a specific procedure, while holding 

up time is the measure of time a procedure 

has been holding up in the prepared line. 

Time lapsed from the accommodation of a 

solicitation by the procedure till its first 

reaction is characterized as the reaction time. 

Scheduler chooses a procedure from lines in 

a way, for its execution with the end goal 

that the heap balance is successful. In non-
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acquisition, CPU is appointed to a procedure, 

it holds the CPU till its execution is finished. 

In any case, in seizure, running procedure is 

compelled to discharge the CPU by the 

recently shown up process. In time sharing 

framework, the CPU executes different 

procedures by exchanging among them 

quick. The occasions CPU changes starting 

with one procedure then onto the next is 

called as the quantity of setting switches. At 

the point when procedure goes into the 

primary memory and are prepared and 

standing by to execute are kept in the 

information structure called Prepared Line. 

At the point when a procedure appoint to the 

CPU, it execute or while hanging tight for 

some occasion to happen. The procedures 

which are sitting tight for I/O demand are 

kept in Gadget Line. The Long haul 

scheduler or employment scheduler select 

procedure from work pool and burden them 

into principle memory for execution. 

Momentary scheduler or CPU scheduler 

select from among the procedures that are 

prepared to execute and assigns the CPU to 

one of them. Medium term scheduler is 

utilized in time sharing framework. The 

fundamental favorable position of Medium 

term scheduler is now and again it expel 

forms from principle memory and in this 

way decrease level of multiprogramming. 

Later the procedure can be reintroduced into 

memory, and its execution can be proceeded 

with the latest relevant point of interest. This 

plan is called as swapping.  

3. SCHEDULING ALGORITHM 

CPU booking calculation chooses which 

of the procedures in the Ready Queue (RQ) 

are to be apportioned to the CPU. There are a 

wide range of CPU planning calculations 

utilized like First Come First Serve (FCFS), 

Shortest Job First ( SJF),Round Robin 

(RR),Priority booking calculation and Short 

Remaining Time Next (STRN) calculation. 

The procedures are booked by the given 

burst time, appearance time, time quantum 

and need. 

3.1 RR Scheduling Algorithm 

Cooperative effort (Round Robin) is the 

most seasoned, easiest and most broadly 

utilized relative offer booking calculation. It 

is like FCFS booking, yet seizure is added to 

switch between forms. In Round Robin 

calculation a little unit of time cut are 

required which is called Time Quantum 

(TQ). The CPU scheduler circumvents 

Ready Queue and assigns the CPU to every 

procedure by the assistance of Dispatcher for 

a period interim of up to 1 Time Quantum 

(TQ). On the off chance that new procedure 

shows up, at that point it is added to the tail 

of Circular Queue. The CPU scheduler picks 

the primary procedure from the Ready Queue 

sets a clock to hinder after one Time 

Quantum and dispatches the procedure. After 

TQ is lapsed, the CPU seizes the procedure 

and the procedure is added to the tail of the 

Circular Queue. In the event that the 

procedure completes before the finish of the 

TQ, the procedure itself seizes the CPU 

eagerly. In this paper, we attempted to take 

care of the Time Quantum issue by altering 

the Time Quantum Dynamically regarding 

the existed set of procedures in Ready 

Queue. 

4. PERFORMANCE METRICS 

The proposed calculation is intended to 

meet all booking criteria, for example, most 
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extreme CPU usage, greatest throughput, 

turnaround time, least holding up time and 

setting switches. Here we are thinking about 

three execution criteria for each situation of 

our analysis.  

Turnaround Time (TAT)=Finish Time–
Arrival Time. Normal Turnaround Time 

ought to be less  

Holding up Time (WT)= Start Time-

Arrival Time. Normal Waiting Time ought to 

be less.  

Setting Switch The quantity of setting 

Switch ought to be less 

5. RELATED WORK 

Over the most recent couple of years 

various methodologies are utilized to build 

the exhibition of Round Robin planning like 

Adaptive Round Robin Scheduling utilizing 

Shortest Burst Approach Based on Smart 

Time Slice[1], Multi-Dynamic time 

Quantum Round Robin (MDTQRR)[5].Min-

Max Round Robin (MMRR)[2], Self-

Adjustment Time Quantum in Round Robin 

(SARR)[10], Dynamic Quantum with Re-

balanced Round Robin 

(DQRRR)[11],Average Max Round Robin 

Algorithm (AMRR)[8]. 

6. PROPOSED APPROACH 

Let’s expect that the burst time of the 

procedures is taken as arranged expanding 

request with the goal that it will give better 

turnaround time and holding up time. For the 

most part in Round Robin calculation the 

presentation relies on the size of fixed or 

static Time Quantum (TQ). On the off 

chance that TQ is excessively huge, at that 

point Round Robin calculation rough to First 

Come First Served (FCFS ). On the off 

chance that the Time Quantum is excessively 

little, at that point there will be numerous 

setting exchanging between the procedures. 

Along these lines, our methodology tackled 

this issue by taking a dynamic TQ. Where 

TQ is the Average of the summation of Mid 

and Max process.  

Mid=(Min + Max)/2 TQn=(Mid+ Max)/2 

7. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

In our proposed calculation, forms are as 

of now present in the Ready Queue (RQ). 

Naturally, Arrival Time (AT) is alloted to 

zero. The quantity of procedures „n‟ and 
CPU Burst Time (BT) are acknowledged as 

info and Average Turnaround Time (ATT), 

Average Waiting Time (AWT) and number 

of Context Switch (CS) are created as yield. 

Let TQn be the new time quantum. The 

pseudo code for the calculation is displayed 

in Figure 1 and the flowchart of the 

calculation is exhibited in Figure 2. 

All the processes in the Ready Queue are 

sorted in ascending order. 

Where 

// N= Number of Processes in the ready 

queue 

// BT= Burst Time of the Processes 

While(RQ != NULL) 

// RQ= Ready Queue 

//Mid= Mid of all the processes in the 

Ready Queue 

//Min= First process in the Ready 

Queue having minimum Burst Time 

// Max=Last process in the Ready 

Queue having maximum Burst Time 

Mid=(Min + Max)/2 

//(Use Use round off function in Mid) 

TQn=(Mid+ Max)/2 

//TQn=New Time Quantum 

//(Use round off function in TQ) 
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(Remaining Burst time of the process) 

//If one process is there then after 

calculation TQn is equal to BT itself 

// Assign TQ to (1 to n) processes 

for i=0 to N loop 

{ 

Pi->TQn 

} 

End of for 

//Assign TQn to all the available 

processes 

Calculate the remaining Burst time of 

the processes. 

If (new process arrived and BT!=0 or new 

process is arrived and BT==0) 

then go to step1 

else if (new process 

is not arrived and 

BT!=0) then go to 

step 2 

elsego to step 6 end of if end of while 

Calculate ATT,AWT,CS 

//ATT=Average Turnaround time 

//AWT=Average waiting time 

//CS=Number of context switch 

End 

Figure 1 Pseudo code for average mid max 

round robin Algorithm 

 
Figure 2 Flow Chart of average Mid Max 

Round Robin (AMMRR) 

8. ILLUSTRATION 

Given the burst time of the process in 

unsorted 

sequence:(P1=57,P2=69,P3=45,P4=20,P5=8

5) taking arrival time=0. Initially the burst 

time of all the processes were sorted in 

ascending order which resulted in sequence : 

(P4=20,P3=45,P1=57,P2=69,P5=85). Then 

the burst time of Mid process is find which is 

P1=57 by using the formula 

Mid=(Min+Max)/2. After that TQn is 

calculated. Where   TQn  is   the   Average   
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of  the   summation  of  Mid   processes   and  

Max process i.e TQn=(Mid+Max)/2. So 

TQn=(57+85)/2=71. After first iteration the 

remaining CPU burst time sequence is 

P4=0,P3=0,P1=0,P2=0 and P5=14. In this 

case, processes P4,P3,P1 and P2 are deleted 

from the Ready Queue. Now there is only 

one process left P5 with burst time. So 

TQn=14. After second iteration P5=0. Now 

there is no process in the RQ, it completes its 

execution and TAT, AWT and CS are 

calculated. In this case, TAT=134.8, 

AWT=79.6, CS=4. 

9. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

In every case we will compare the result 

of the proposed Average Mid Max Round 

Robin (AMMRR) method with Round Robin 

(RR) scheduling algorithm. Here we have 

taken 20 as the static time quantum (TQ) for 

RR algorithm 

CASE 1:-Let‟s consider five processes 
with Burst time 

(P1=15,P2=35,P3=55,P4=85,P5=95) and 

Arrival Time =0 as shown in the Table 1. 

Table 2 shows the output using RR algorithm 

and AMMRR algorithm. Figure 3 and Figure 

4 shows Gantt chart of both RR

 and AMMRR algorithm

 respectively. 

 

 
Fig.4: Gantt chart of AMMRR from 

Table 1 of CASE 1. 

CASE 2:-Let‟s consider five processes 
with Burst time (P1=31, P2=32, 

P3=33,P4=34,P5=35) and Arrival Time =0 

as shown in the Table 3. Table 4 shows the 

output using RR algorithm and AMMRR 

algorithm. Figure 5 and Figure 6 shows 

Gantt chart of both RR and AMMRR 

algorithm respectively 
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CASE 3:-Let‟s consider five processes 
with Burst time 

(P1=10,P2=20,P3=40,P4=80,P5=160) and 

Arrival Time =0 as shown in the Table 5. 

Table 6 shows the output using RR algorithm 

and AMMRR algorithm. Figure 7 and Figure 

8 shows Gantt chart of both RR and 

AMMRR algorithm respectively 

 
CASE 4:-Let‟s consider five processes 

with Burst time 

(P1=20,P2=30,P3=35,P4=50,P5=70) and 

Arrival Time as 

(P1=0,P2=5,P3=15,P4=25,P5=30) shown in 

the Table 7. Table 8 shows the output using 

RR algorithm and AMMRR algorithm. 

Figure 9 and Figure 10 shows Gantt chart of 

both RR and AMMRR algorithm 

respectively. 

 
CASE 5:-Let‟s consider five processes 

with Burst time 

(P1=10,P2=40,P3=55,P4=80,P5=90) and 

Arrival Time as 

(P1=0,P2=5,P3=25,P4=30,P5=40) shown in 

the Table 9. Table 10 shows the output using 

RR algorithm and AMMRR algorithm. 

Figure 11 and Figure 12 shows Gantt chart of 

both RR and AMMRR algorithm 

respectively. 

 
Fig.12: Gantt chart of AMMRR from 

Table 9 of CASE 
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10. CONCLUSION 

From the above study we conclude that 

the proposed Average Mid Max Round 

Robin Scheduling algorithm shows better 

performance as compared to Round Robin 

Scheduling algorithm by decreasing the 

Total Turnaround Time, Average Waiting 

Time and Number of context switching .This 

is achieved by increasing the Time Quantum 

Dynamically. 
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	All the processes in the Ready Queue are sorted in ascending order.

